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### Abstract
A quick growth of internet technology makes it easy to assemble a huge volume of data as text documents; e.g., journals, blogs, network pages, articles, email letters. In text mining application, increasing text space of datasets represent excessive task which makes it hard to pre-processing documents in efficient way to prepare it for text mining application like document clustering. The proposed system focuses on pre-processing document and reduction document space technique to prepare it for clustering technique. The mutual method for text mining problematic is vector space model (VSM), each term represent a features. Thus the proposed system create vector-space model by using pre-processing method to reduce of trivial data from dataset. While the hug dimensionality of VSM is resolved by using low-rank SVD. Experiment results show that the proposed system give better document representation results about 10% from previous approach to prepare it for document clustering.
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### Introduction
In the latest years, there has been a growing attention in English Language pre-processing research. English is the intuitive language of residents of more than 380 million. So the big documents datasets convert to term-document matrices which called a Vector Space Model which the term-specific weights in the document vectors are products of local and global parameters. The model is known as term frequency-inverse document frequency model of information (TF-IDF) [1]. In the VSM, a vector is castoff to characterize all piece or paper in a gathering. All section of the direction mirrors key word, or word related through the known paper. The cost given near that module replicates the status of the word in signifying the document. Typically, the cost is a role of the occurrence by the word ensues in the paper or in the paper gathering as a total. To create term-document matrix the collection of document must preprocessing first [2].

### Preprocessing phase
The preprocessing holds a practice for increase the set of words to categorize meeting. The drive for pre-processing stage is to clip all words from the datasets that have cheap material that container perhaps touch an excellence of the collection reports. While Singular value decomposing skilled the commerce by loud information, the popular of open immaterial ideas would be connected to empty common relations [3].

The chief procedure of preprocessing phase exists through eliminating stop words. The stop words are common words that transmit not at all evidence then empty after castoff as a hunt related to empty common relations (i.e., pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions etc) [4].
The additional procedure is to stem a term. Morphological variations of arguments typically need related imports. Unknown these arguments are conflated into only word, the presentation of document reclamation can be enhanced. By consuming the procedure of stemming in a method that verses are stemmed hooked on a root formula through eliminating their affixes [5].

Dimension Reduction techniques
- **Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)**

Is built by deduction since linear algebra which states a four-sided m-by-n matrix. A container by damaged into the creation of three array - an orthogonal matrix U, a diagonal matrix S, and the transpose of an orthogonal matrix V. SVD of an n x n matrix A is defined by the operation:

\[
A = U \Sigma V^T
\]

The matrix is formerly rotten via singular value decomposition into: word path matrix involving in the left singular vectors, the document vector matrix involving in the right singular vectors and the diagonal matrix involving of singular values [117].

The following steps show how SVD applied on a matrix A: [117]
Related works
The approach presented in [7] is to find the damage to the use of electronic documents over databases. The solution is by text illustration which critical stage for writing pre-treating. Text (article) is a pool of arguments, in [7] Research was recognized in numerous steps. Text assembly, Format cancelling, Data pre-processing on numerous levels, with subsection serial identification. With a stretch sequence identification. By stop words subtraction and section order documentation with stop words elimination then a judgment order identification. In [8] the paper discussed about the text mining and its preprocessing techniques, discuss the three key steps of preprocessing namely, stop words removal, stemming and TF/IDF algorithms. In [9] their methodology to use an actual Preprocessing stages to protect both galaxy then while supplies through consuming developed stemming algorithm. Stemming algorithms are castoff near alter the arguments in editions into their correct origin formula. In [10] Mining text document from a preprocessed stage is calm as relate to natural languages documents. So, preprocessing phase it is a significant process in text mining application. This paper talk about shrink the dimensionally of the words space, different procedures such as cleaning (filtering) and stemming are practical. Filtering methods eliminate those words from the regular of wholly words, which do not offer related evidence; stop word filtering is a typical filtering manner.

Proposal of Preprocessing and reduction techniques

• Module1: Preprocessing
The proposed system selects a domain from Reuters 21578 datasets. collect whole documents from datasets by using Body based feature: All body-based features existing in the body of Reuter’s document that includes: (body-keyword), (<body >), (body-java script), and etc. after these body the content of document begin, each body document in datasets was represented using the bag-of-words approach, also these representation known as Vector space model (VSM): it includes the words as column and the documents as rows in VSM matrix. The proposed system tokenize the file content into individual word as shows in the Figure 1, then removed stop words. In order reduces the dimensionality of TF-IDF matrix (VSM representation). In the stop words removal function the proposal system use the classic method which it is traditional and simple method based on removing stop words by compared the words of the text with in the words store in list so if there are any match the word is remove from text, then the proposed system apply porter stemming algorithm with enhancement on its rules, at each step, a certain suffix is deleted by uses of set rules to decrease amount of verses, to must accurately similar stems, and to protect recollection space and period. The proposed system used Porters algorithm and table look up approach by having two dictionaries, one for various irregular English words, and another for various suffixes. To applied the following:

Root = past simple or past participle.

Suffixed = root + suffix.

As the result of preprocessing phase which it produce the TF-IDF matrix with hug dimension, so the second phase is dimensionality reduction techniques by using SVD.

• Module2 :Dimensionality Reduction Techniques using SVD
The proposed system decomposition the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency matrix (TF-IDF) matrix by using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) in to three matrixes $USV^T$, then find k greatest chief scopes (through the top singular values in S matrix) is nominated. completely additional features stay absent. The summary matrix perfectly denotes the significant and dependable patterns underlying the data in TF-IDF matrix. The proposed system dropping the rank of the TF-IDF matrix is incomes of eliminating unimportant info or clutter from the datasets it embodies.
The proposed system is summarized using the following algorithm:

**Algorithm 1: Best approximate vector space model algorithm**

**Input:** The documents datasets

**Step 1:** Input datasets, a document by term matrix is created using only term counts. The proposed system set the following:
- The stop words list and the ignore characters are specified.
- The short words are also declared (the proposed system propose to exclude words less than 4 characters).
- Apply porter stemming enhancement and finally, create TF*IDF matrix.

**Step 2:** Execute the Singular value decomposing on the TF-IDF matrix to get matrix \( \Sigma \), the right matrix \( V^T \), and matrix \( U \).

**Step 3:** Select the K-th rank approximation through save the chief k singular values from matrix \( \Sigma \) and set the residual singular values to null, The proposed system propose to investigate different k values around \( k>30 \).

**Step 4:** Choice the top k’th from matrix \( V^T \): set \( V^T_k \) equal to the first k rows of \( (TF-IDF_{k+k}) \) matrix.

**Step 5:** Select only the top k singular values: set \( \Sigma_k \) equal to the first k rows and columns of \( \Sigma \), \( (TF-IDF_{k+k}) \) matrix, corresponding to the selected k singular values of TF-IDF matrix.

**Step 6:** Select only the top k left singular vectors: set \( U_k \) equal to the first k columns of \( U \) \( (TF-IDF_{m+k}) \) matrix.

**Step 7:** proposed system computed low- rank approximation is then \( TF-IDF_k=U_k \ast \Sigma_k \ast V^T_k \)

**Step 8:** If k ranges the required number then end the process; else, addition k value by one, go to Step 4. End.

**The Experimental Results**

The proposed system presents the experimental results. The stop words list is specified as: \{a, an, the, all, am, able, and, after, also, anybody, among, yet, yes... ect\}. The ignore non alpha characters list is: \{~, `, !, @,, $, %, , &, *, (,), -, _, +, =, ,., { }, [ ], \, /, ;, ; 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9\}. All words that are less than 4 characters in lengths are ignored. The results are shown by applied tokenization with vectors (with pre-processing) on given input documents. The results created by testing the proposed system on

**Figure 1: The system Architecture**

The proposed system is summarized using the following algorithm:
925 input documents, and whole number of tokens made in all effort documents after treating are (13195). Lacking tokenization treating to huge number of tokens, which is hard to supply, and time expended in complete tokenization procedure is right relative to show degree of an information retrieval system, as it acutely moves the indexing and storing features. The proposed system extraction the documents from Reuters 21578 datasets as shown Table 1, and finally the proposal system calculates TF-IDF value for each term in datasets, a small example from huge TF-IDF matrix shown in Table 2.

The role of the preprocessing is to prepare the datasets as shown in table1 for next proposed system stage. This is basically to reduce the noise from the dataset and keep only the desired information represent by document body.

### Table 1: Datasets Extraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do. Id</th>
<th>Document contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Showers continued throughout the week in behin coca zone alleviating drought since early January improving prospects coming tempora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Standard oil co and bp north America said they plan form venture manage borrowing investment activities both companies north</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Texa commerce Bancshares incs texa commerce bank Houston said filed application with comptroller currency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bankamerice corp is not under pressure quickly proposed equity offering would well delay because stocks recent poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The u. s. agriculture department reported farmer-owned reserve national five day average price through February follows dlr/ bu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Argentine grain board figures show crop registrations grains oilseeds their products February thousands tonnes showing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lion inns limited partnership said filed registraction statement with securities exchange commission covering proposed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The role of the preprocessing is to prepare the datasets as shown in table1 for next proposed system stage. This is basically to reduce the noise from the dataset and keep only the desired information represent by document body.

### Table 2: Sample of TF-IDF value calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>TF value</th>
<th>IDF value</th>
<th>TF-IDF value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>week</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>4.3027</td>
<td>0.0464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behia</td>
<td>0.0144</td>
<td>8.0163</td>
<td>0.1153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: sample of TF-IDF matrix
Figure 3: sample of left matrix $U$ after applying SVD (TF-IDF matrix)

The first sample of calculate TF-IDF value, these coefficients give the best energy to reconstruct the original TF-IDF value as shows in table 2. In the proposed system, by testing the TF-IDF value it is found that the best value it have large number of TF-IDF coefficients to represent the subword as feature vector. In order to get these features and passed it to next stage in proposed system.

Figures 2 and 3 show the sample matrix of TF-IDF matrix in the proposed system and Figure 4,5,6,7 explain the procedure of the proposed system through applying r-rank SVD.

Figure 4: Sample of Right matrix $V^T$ after applying SVD (TF-IDF matrix)

Figure 5: Sample of singular value matrix $\Sigma$ after applying SVD (TF-IDF matrix)

Figure 6: Final dimension reduction matrix $(U_K \Sigma_K V_K^T)$ after input threshold value =0.52627

Results Discussion

The results obtained from applying the proposed algorithms and the effect of the proposed algorithm of the system are presented in tables. The test setup and the experimental results obtained for the preprocessing the datasets to obtain features represented by TF-IDF value. The proposed system is implemented in Visual Studio 2013 programming languages.

The experiments were performed on an Intel Core i7, 64 bit Operating System, 2.50 GHz processor and 6GB RAM. In order to evaluate the proposed system, number of metrics is obtained by applying singular value decomposition.

The results of applying the proposed system are shown in Figure 7. The proposed preprocessing algorithm is applied for document sets from the Reuters 21578 datasets.

Figure 7: The proposed system
Conclusions
The proposed system introduces an enhancement to the pre-processing information retrieval system by using an existing open source Reuters 21578 datasets; this step affects the outcomes of any IR system. The lack of standard porter stemming algorithm and preprocessing steps such as, stop-word removal and stemming also motivates us to bring out these instruments. The proposed system GUI has many options including reading dataset files, display output in tables, and produce statistics about preprocessing steps. And it is careful as a chief step through a Standard English language preprocessing systems and then applies low-rank SVD, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a dimensionality technique that can be used to create lower-dimensional embedding from a full term-document matrix. The compared of porter algorithm enhancement in the proposed system with the popular porter stemming algorithms that failed with 22 English words and we understood that the proposed enhanced stemming algorithm output the best result that consider English words, this also should be regarded as a standard feature for any upcoming English stemming algorithm.
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